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Her response on the value she received from the CEO Program
I am glad to have attended the CEO program lead by Sameer and Sheeja. It
definitely has added value to my Leadership skills. This program has been one of
the best Leadership training I have participated in throughout my working
career.
As Sameer always mentions, you get more value out of the program by
continuously practicing the leadership concepts taught so that it becomes a
natural habit. The program has made me consciously apply the learnings in
practical life and I also feel encouraged to see others in the batch also doing the
same and achieving some great results.
The Key learning about this program is to become more Self-Aware to make
yourself lead others efficiently. It has helped me manage myself better. It made
me realize how all individuals create their own stories based on perceptions and
not facts which builds their attitude. One of the best part of the CEO program was
the bunch of folks in the batch who attended it and shared their experience and
challenges.
Where she was prior to the start of the program
I was the Manager: Technical Support in an IT organization.
Her response of where she is after The CEO Program
Right now I am India Head for Global Technical Support for an IT Organisation.
It has been an ongoing journey of setting new goals and achieving them on the
personal and professional front. A conscious effort of journaling the goals and
tracking them has helped a lot to achieve the desired results. Sameer's words "Yesterdays success is todays arrogance" always keeps hitting my mind and
makes me move on further to set new goals.
Thanks Sameer and Sheeja for conducting the training with so much of
enthusiasm and passion. The group has been an amazing bunch of folks and I will
always cherish the time spent with them and the learnings learnt. The 11 months
journey has offered me practices that will make me a better person, not only in
my professional, but everyday life.

